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RSC Air Evolution Speaker Cable

As part of our continuing research into cable technology and the application of air tubes to reduce 
the effects of dielectric content in the speaker cable design, TARA Labs proudly introduces the Air 
Evolution™ Speaker Cable. This cable provides exceptional performance and a current carrying 
capability that is greater than a 6 gauge conductor. Each channel is comprised of 2 large Teflon 

tubes, each having 35 Rectangular Solid Core conductors helixed around the tube.

The Air Evolution Speaker Cable has tremendous bass weight and authority, with a neutral and 
revealing mid-range with high frequency and airy detail that is not found in comparable audio 

cables. Images are rendered with precision and lifelike quality.

* BSM (1/4” spades or bananas)
* SAOF-8N copper conductors
* 10+ gauge conductor runs

* 70 RSC Gen 2 conductors per channel in an Aero PE dielectric
* Extremely transparent & neutral

* Well-defined & revealing
* True reference quality

* High-frequency response
* Extremely linear & extended

* Bass frequencies are tight, clear & neutral
 

REVIEWS:

 “The build quality on these wires was second to none, as fine as I’ve encountered. For reviews, 
some manufacturers send previously worked over (as in reviewed) cables which can be pretty 

scruffy; these were immaculate, hermetically sealed specimens – a true joy to behold. I 
appreciated the professional care with which they were designed and packaged.” -Doug 

Schroeder / Dagogo Online
 

 “Tara Labs cabling can also accommodate and compensate for the stridency of other cables. I 
had left the RSC Air IC’s in the link between my Rega Saturn cdp and the Monarchy M24 tube DAC 
for the longest time because no matter which round of cabling I introduced for speakers, the RSC’s 

mated well with them.” -Doug Schroeder / Dagogo Online
 

 “I like the Air Evo's better in my system. I also have a pair of Air 2 speaker cables. Amazing sound 
from both. I've died and gone to heaven – I swear. Thanks for your time and research. I am one of 

your loyal customers that is truly enjoying your efforts. And I did listen to XLO, Straightwire, & JPS 
Labs. I bought TARA Labs. Amen.” -Kevin L.


